The Vale Niseko

Escape & experience Niseko’s finest
Luxury redefined awaits the
discerning guest to the world famous
powder snows of Niseko. Nurturing
private onsens (traditional Japanese
mineral baths), the elegance
and appointment bring
new riches to the
privileged few of Asia
and now the world.
The blending of
Japanese tradition with
an Asian chic drives a
fusion of design elegance
from the moment you enter
the building to the moment you
sink into the sofa to amaze at the
winter wonderland outside the
window. Timber and glazing envelop
you in an alpine experience; the clean
design lines drive a silence in
space. With each apartment
hosting an environmental
fireplace the ambience
is superlative in
every sense.
The pinnacle of snow
pampering is definitely
the mineral bath soak in
the onsen on your
balcony; settle those ski
muscles with a glass of bubbly
while radiating in the rich waters of
mother earth. Rejuvenated, you can
then experience the sensual delights

of some of Japan’s finest foods in a
region that the Japanese revere for
its stunning nature, the freshest
produce and sumptuous seafood.
With only eight rooms offering
private onsens these are
definitely high on the
demand list of Asia’s
most discerning
travelers.
Constructed in 2010
the building offers an
unparalleled experience
with heated pool, sauna and
luxurious onsen, après bar, and
lounge and restaurant offering true
Asian experiences. Each apartment is
fully appointed with a full kitchen
sporting Miele appliances and the
latest in gadgets to ensure your
stay is without worry. Detail
is the success of this
property: every wish for
your stay has been
delivered, from the
direct lift access from
a stylish ski and boot
room to the in-house
massage facilities.
Outside, the wonders of
Niseko envelop the building with
some of the driest and deepest
snows on planet earth. Already world
renowned for snow addicts this
destination will only grow with
properties such as The Vale Niseko
delivering the finest in ski slope
accommodation.
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